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Cosmic Rays

I. History,	sources,	acceleration,	
propagation,	interaction	in	
atmosphere

II. Detection from space (AMS),
UHECR:	detection and results



“Introduction to Particle and  
Astroparticle Physics”

Alessandro De Angelis, Mário Pimenta,
Springer (2nd edition, 2018)
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Radioactivity ?

Discharge of charged conductors ...

Coulomb, 1785
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Free electrical charges in the atmosphere !!!

End of XIX century
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Make good electroscopes!

The two friends Julius Elster and 
Hans Geiter, gymnasium teachers 
in Wolfenbuttel, around 1900

Theodor Wulf, German Jesuit, 
perfected the electroscope in 
1908-09, up to a sensitivity of 1 
volt 4
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By sea and by sky

Wulf 1909-
1910

Results not 
conclusive
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By sea and by sky
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1910

Results not 
conclusive

the winning idea !!!: immersing an 
electroscope 3m deep in the sea 
Pacini finds a significant (20% at 
4.3σ) reduction 8



“Cosmic Rays” ! (Milikan)

Viktor Hess, 1912 
Several flights up to 6 Km
Day/night, eclipses, ...

h

I

~	600	m

The radiation comes 
from the sky !!!
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Kolhörster

Flights up to 9200 m !!! 

The confirmation
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Particle showers

Pierre Auger, 1938

d

#

First shower energy estimates !

Coincidences

d
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Messengers from the Universe 

20% of the natural radiation at ground is due to cosmic radiation!!!

Can we use these “cosmic rays” for science?
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YES (the birth of Particle 
Physics)
Positron (Anderson 1932)

µ (Anderson	1937)	

e+

Rossi, 1940:  
Muon life time. 
Time dilation!

Antimatter! (Dirac)
𝛾→ e+e- (Einstein)

K, Λ,  ... (Leprince	Ringuet	1944,	
Rochester	,	Butter	1947,	…	) 

π (Lattes,	Powell	1947)
Strong interactions (Yukawa)

K+-

Strangeness
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Cosmic rays           
bombard the 
atmosphere: the 
highest energies 
we can access 

Detected protons 108 times more 
energetic than LHC

Detected gamma-rays 104 times 
more energetic than human-made

Detected neutrinos 105 times 
more energetic than human-made

YES, it allows 
accessing the 
highest energies
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Charged cosmic rays (p/nucleus) 

α−∝ E
dE
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http://www.physics.utah.edu/~whanlon/spectrum.html
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Energy spectrum (109 < E <1015 eV )

J.	Beringer et al	(PDG)	PR	D86	010001	(2012)
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Rigidity

70%  p

20%  He



ACE	News	83	(2004)	- NASA	

Solar	vs Galactic	Cosmic	Rays	
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Energy spectrum (E >1014 eV )

knee

heavy
knee

ankle

flux
suppression
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Anthropomorphic representation
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?

Tevatron (p-p) LHC	(p-p)	13	TeV

Origin ! ?
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Zwicky conjectures (1933)

1. Heavy enough stars collapse at the end of 
their lives into super-novae

2. Implosions produce explosions of cosmic rays
3. They leave behind neutron stars

(Zwicky in1930)
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Energy density (cosmic rays)

3

312

eV1~

erg10~~

cm

cmdE
dE
dNEE

−∫ρ

€ 

P ~
ρEVgalaxy
τ esc

~ 5.1040erg /s

E ~1053 erg 

Origin (E ~<1015 eV )?

For example, power dissipated by 
a Supernova (the remnant of a 
collapsed star) of 10 Msun.

1 SN  ~30 Years ~10-9 s-1

Supernovae in our Galaxy 
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Charged particle 
production



Human-made accelerators 

~1930

~ 10 MeV

14	TeV
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~1930
~ 10 MeV



Human-made accelerators 
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

~1930

~ 10 MeV
High Luminosity     
Sophisticated detectors

Central region             
Energy limited 

14	TeV
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R	 ∼10km,	B ∼ 10T										
E		∝ BR	∼ 10	TeV

~1930
~ 10 MeV



A Mercury orbit LHC !
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Where can be these accelerators 
in the Universe?
Hillas plot

Pulsar

SNR
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AGN

Starburst	Galaxies



Pulsars, SNRs, AGNs

• Stellar end-products. A star heavier than the Sun
collapses at the end of its life into a neutron star
(R ~ few km, which can be pulsating – a pulsar)
or into a BH, and ejects material in an explosion
(SuperNova Remnant).
– Very large B fields are in the pulsar;

magnetic fields also in the SNR

• The centres of galaxies host black holes, often
supermassive (millions or even billion solar
masses). They might accrete at the expense of
the surrounfing matter, and accelerate particles
in the process. When they are active, they are
called Active Galactic Nuclei.
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How to generate bottom-up energies 
much higher than thermal?

29

Enrico Fermi, Werner Heisenberg and Wolfgang Pauli 



Acceleration mechanism 
Fermi 2nd order (1949)

particles accelerated in stochastic collisions 
with massive interstellar clouds (collisions 
to a moving diffusive wall!) 
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Acceleration mechanism 
Fermi 2nd order (1949)

particles accelerated in stochastic collisions 
with massive interstellar clouds (collisions 
to a moving diffusive wall!) 
In the cloud reference frame

Back to the Lab reference frame

Then:
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Acceleration mechanism 
Fermi 2nd order (1949)

particles accelerated in stochastic collisions 
with massive interstellar clouds (collisions 
to a moving diffusive wall!) 
In the cloud reference frame

Back to the Lab reference frame

Then:

But:
Probability
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Acceleration mechanism 
Fermi 1st order

Solar coronal mass 
ejection  9 Mar 2000

Shock formation :
• Sudden  release of Energy (CMEs, SNRs, GRBs,…)
• Supersonic flow hits an obstacle  (AGNs jets, pulsar winds, …)    
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Acceleration mechanism 
Fermi 1st order

Particles gain energy by consecutive 
crossings of the shock front! 

Solar coronal mass 
ejection  9 Mar 2000

Shock formation :
• Sudden  release of Energy (CMEs, SNRs, GRBs,…)
• Supersonic flow hits an obstacle  (AGNs jets, pulsar winds, …)    
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Acceleration mechanism 
Fermi 1st order

Particles gain energy by consecutive 
crossings of the shock front! 

Now (plane shock front):

Solar coronal mass 
ejection  9 Mar 2000

Shock formation :
• Sudden  release of Energy (CMEs, SNRs, GRBs,…)
• Supersonic flow hits an obstacle  (AGNs jets, pulsar winds, …)    

Crossing	probability	α cos(θ)
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The power law γ−∝ E
dE
dN

( ) 1+−∝> γEEN
In each cycle the particle gains a small
fraction of energy ε. After n cycles:

En = E0 (1+ ε)n

Or the number of cycles to attain an energy E is:

n = ln(E/E0)/ln(1+ε )
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The power law γ−∝ E
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( ) 1+−∝> γEEN
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fraction of energy ε. After n cycles:
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Or the number of cycles to attain an energy E is:
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The particle may escape from the shock region with some probability Pi .Then the
probability to escape with E>En is:
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The power law γ−∝ E
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Propagation of cosmic rays



The Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin
(GZK) cutoff
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The Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin
(GZK) cutoff

protons

p Δ Ｎ

π

N

Energy at source

Propagation distance (Mpc)
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The Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin
(GZK) cutoff

protons

p Δ Ｎ

π

N

Energy at source

Propagation distance (Mpc)
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Predicted (and observed) Spectrum

No	cosmogenic	neutrinos	observed	so	far



GZK is model dependent

Sources type and distribution

Magnetic fields

Primary composition

Not a true cutoff !

Pileup 
Recovery of the spectrum 
at higher energies ?

GZK cutoff Energy – Stecker and Scully
GZK and magnetic fields (protons) 
Deligny, Parizot, Letessier-Selvon

1	+	z Energy		(in	EeV)
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GZK vs nuclei photo-desimtegration

At 1020 eV proton and iron have similar attenuation lengths



The propagation in our galactic
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Propagation by:	T.Gaisser

Charged cosmic rays diffuse and interact in
the Galactic randomly magnetized ISM .
Confinement times are quite long (t~107

years) and directions become basically
isotropic.

Transport equation : 

Sources

Diffusion

Convection

Energy	gains	
and	losses

Spallation	
gains	escape
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Spallation	and	
decay	losses

- …
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Leaky-Box

A box where charged cosmic rays freely
propagates having however some probability
to escape by the walls. The sources are
uniformely distributed.
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Simplified stationary equation : 

Sources Spallation and 
decays gains 

Spallation, decays 
and escape losses 
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Interaction lengths >> escape length 



Constraining propagation models

Secondary/primary ratios   

10Be/	9BeB/C

Unstable/stable isotopos

Radioactive clocks   Box size, Diffusion coef., escape 
time, ...    
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€ 

D(E)∝Eδ

€ 

δ =1/ 3

€ 

δ = 0.7

Primary/Primary

CREAM	2008

Energy dependence (𝜏sc) CREAM	2008
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Galactic																B	~	10-6	 G	
Extra-Galactic						B	≤	10-9	 G

Milky Way Galactic Magnetic Field 

as seen by Planck satellite
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Confinement and composition

Galactic ~ 1-3 µG      
Intergalatic 1 nG > B > 1fG

Larmor Radius:

ZeB
ER =

Magnetic Field: 

Several knees? 
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Convolution of the escape probability 
in the galaxy with the acceleration 
efficiencies of the sources ..



T.Stanev

Galactic Magnetic Field deflection (p)

Above 1019 : Astronomy !

An unique opportunity to measure the galactic magnetic field ?
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Arriving at Earth 
γp/nuclei

n
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Shower	cascades	
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The events: Cosmic rays “rain”
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1019 eV



The events: Cosmic rays “rain”
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1019 eV



The events: Cosmic rays “rain”
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The events: Cosmic rays “rain”
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1019 eV



The events: Cosmic rays “rain”
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1019 eV



The events: Cosmic rays “rain”
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1019 eV



The events: first interaction
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1019 eV



The events: shower development
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1019 eV



The events: shower development
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1019 eV



The events: shower hits Earth surface
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1019 eV



P(Fe)	Air➝ Baryons (leading,	net-baryon	≠	0)
➝ π0 ( π0➝ 𝛾𝛾➝ e+e- e+e-➝ …)
➝ π ± (	π ±➝ 𝜇± if Ldecay<		Lint )
➝ K±,	D.	…

The events: shower hits Earth surface
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1019 eV



Extensive Air Showers (EAS)

1019 eV
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Shower development
X1 Xmax
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EAS longitudinal profiles
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EAS transverse profiles

5.4s
0

2s
0

2
0e )r/r1()r/r(r/N)s(c)r( −− +=ρ

NKG	(Nishimura,	Kamata,	Greisen)

r0: Moliére radius

s : shower age

Pt distributions
Multiple Coulomb 
scattering
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Particle interactions

- well	known	!

- forward	region,	small	pt,	very	high

hadronic	interations
- large	uncertainties	!

s
- main	parameters:	σin,	kin,	<n>,	(fraction π0,	Nb	of		Baryons,	… )

e.m.	and	weak	interations

Nuclear	fragmentation

Missing	Energy
- Nuclei	are	not	just	a	superposition	of	nucleons	!		

- 5%	to	10%	…

P(Fe)	Air➝ Baryons (leading,	net-baryon	≠	0)
➝ π0																			( π0➝ 𝛾𝛾➝ e+e- e+e-➝ …)
➝ π ± (	π ±➝ 𝜇± if Ldecay<		Lint )
➝ K±,	D.	…
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Electromagnetic interactions J. Knapp
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Hard and soft hadronic interactions
J.	Knapp

Perturbative
QCD

Pomeron
exchange
GRT
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“Standard”	Hadronic models	(low	pt)

SIBYLL

QGSJET

EPOS

Minimum string configuration Ralph Engel
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Hadronic models parameters P.Tanguy

p air
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Cross sections extrapolations (before LHC)
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Cross	sections extrapolations (after LHC)
Derived UHE Proton+Proton Cross Section

Inelastic proton-proton cross section

Extended Glauber conversion with inelastic screening + propagation of modeling uncertainties
 (P
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    [GeV]s
310 410 510

Auger 2012 (Glauber)
ATLAS 2011
CMS 2011
ALICE 2011
TOTEM 2011
UA5
CDF/E710
TOTEM 2013
This work

QGSJETII.3
SIBYLL2.1
EPOS1.99
EPOS-LHC
QGSJETII-04

Results, �inel
pp in mb

Lower energy point
76.95±5.4(stat)+5.2/-7.2(syst)±7(glauber)
at

p
spp = 38.7 ± 2.5TeV

Higher energy point
85.62±5(stat)+5.5/-7.4(syst)±7.1(glauber)
at

p
spp = 55.5 ± 3.6TeV

(Model uncertainties may be underestimated, since there are other theoretical models available for the conversion)

Ralf Ulrich for the Pierre Auger Collaboration 13

R. Ulrich for the Pierre Auger Coll., Proc. 34th ICRC, arXiv:1509.03732

[27 of 43]
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LHC Kinematics (14 TeV)

pseudo-rapidity; η= -ln(tan(θ/2))

Multiplicity	 Energy	Flux

All	particles

neutral

Most of the energy flows into very forward region

Takashi	SAKO
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The  μs

81



Muon production

82



J.	Beringer	et	al	(PDG)	PR	D86	010001	(2012)

Fluxes in the 
atmosphere

83



Muon spectrum at 
Earth Surface

J.	Beringer	et	al	(PDG)	PR	D86	010001	(2012) 84



Under	Earth

At the Earth surface :
~70 m-2 s-1 sr-1

~1 cm-2 min-1 (W~p)

1~7.2~Kamiokande
2~5.3~GranSasso
3~5~Blanc.Mt

)TeV(Threshold)KmWater(DepthPlace
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Cosmic rays (II)  

Mário Pimenta, 
Otranto, May 2018



Cosmic ray direct detection in space

88
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AMS

90



Particle identification 
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Nuclei …
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Electron, positron spectrum 
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Dark matter signal? 
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Wait for 2024 …

95
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Meanwhile  …
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anti-proton/proton ratio 

Not	easily	explained	by	pulsars	...
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The Extreme Universe  
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High Energy Cosmic Rays

LHC 100	TeV

http://www.physics.utah.edu/~whanlon/spectrum.html
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The events: shower hits Earth surface

100

1019 eV



Particles

EAS detection

Cherenkov

Fluorescence
electrons	excite	N2 molecules

101

airfly



Fluorescence from space

JEM-EUSO
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Fluorescence from Earth

Air	shower
stereo	image

Fly’s	Eye
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Fluorescence detectors
measurements

Fly’s Eye
E~3x1020 eV

∫ )(tN
E	∝ Ne

∝

The direction

The Xmax

The Energy
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Ground arrays measurements

v	~	c

From (ni, ti):
The direction
The core position
The Energy

The	LDF

105



10
6

Example: event observed with Auger Observatory

Lateral distribution

Time structure

15% duty cycle

100% duty cycle

Measurements by an Hybrid 
detector at Earth
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Pierre Auger Observatory
Province Mendoza, Argentina 
1660 detector stations, 3000 km2

27 fluorescence telescopes

Telescope Array (TA)
Delta, UT, USA
507 detector stations, 680 km2

36 fluorescence telescopes

Together full sky coverage

TA:
8.1 x 103 km2 sr yr (spectrum)
8.6 x 103 km2 sr yr (anisotropy)

Auger:
6.7 x 104 km2 sr yr (spectrum)
9 x 104 km2 sr yr (anisotropy)

Earth Observatories



Northern hemisphere: Utah, USA

Middle Drum: based on HiRes II

LIDAR
Laser facility

Electron light
source (ELS):
~40 MeV

Infill array and high
elevation telescopes

Test setup for
radar reflection

108

TALE (TA low energy extension)

Talk	by	Abu-Zayyad

Telescope Array (TA) Area	~	680	km2

3					fluorescence telescopes
507					double-Layer scintillators



Southern hemisphere:
Province Mendoza, Argentina
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Pierre Auger Observatory Area	~	3000	km2

24+3		fluorescence telescopes
1600	water Cerenkov detectors
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telescope building 
“Los Leones”

LIDAR station

communication tower
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telescope building 
“Los Leones”

LIDAR station

communication tower
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E.M. and μ signal in the WCDs

Individual	time	traces

Proton,	ϴ	=45º	,	E=	1019	eV	,	
d=	1000m
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The fluorescence detectors (FD)
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The fluorescence detectors (FD)



The fluorescence detectors (FD)
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The fluorescence detectors (FD)

118



A 4 eyes hybrid event ! 
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SD Energy calibration in Auger

ID762238

S(1000) Calibration

V
EM

𝜎E < 10% 

S38 (das CIC)

S(
10

00
)/V

EM

cos2(ϴ)38o

UHECR spectrum with the Pierre Auger Observatory Inés Valiño
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Figure 1: Correlation between the energy estimators
(see text) and the energy FD energy. S38 and S35 are
given in units of Vertical Equivalent Muon or VEM,
corresponding to the signal produced by a vertical
muon traversing the detector through its center. Since
N19 is a scaling factor it is dimensionless.

The resolution in the SD energy is
computed from the distribution of the ratio
A(Ŝ)B/EFD for the hybrid events used for the
calibration, assuming a fixed FD energy res-
olution of 7.6%. The resulting average reso-
lutions are reported in Table 1.

3. Energy spectrum

The final step in measuring the energy
spectrum is a precise determination of the ex-
posure for the observations. Above the en-
ergy for full detector efficiency, the calcula-
tion of the SD exposure is based solely on the
determination of the geometrical aperture of
the array for the corresponding zenith-angle
interval and of the observation time. The
choice of a fiducial trigger based on active
hexagons allows one to exploit the regularity of the array, and to compute the aperture simply as
the sum of the areas of all active hexagons. The calculation of the hybrid exposure is more com-
plex. It relies on a detailed time-dependent Monte Carlo (MC) simulation which exactly reproduces
the data taking conditions and includes the response of the Hybrid detector [8]. The result is an
exposure growing with shower energy above the threshold energy of 1018 eV.

A correction must be applied to the measured flux to account for the effect of the finite resolu-
tion in the energy determination, responsible for bin-to-bin event migration. For a steeply-falling
spectrum, upward movements of reconstructed energies into a given bin are not compensated by
movements from the opposite direction. The net effect is that the measured spectrum is shifted to-
wards higher energies with respect to the true one. For the hybrid measurement, this is corrected by
calculating the exposure as a function of the reconstructed energy instead of the input energy in the
MC. For the SD measurements, a forward-folding approach is applied. MC simulations are used
to generate a bin-to-bin migration matrix that accounts for all the resolution effects and physical
fluctuations in shower development. The matrix is then used to find a flux parameterisation that
fits the measured data when forward-folded, using a binned-maximum likelihood approach assum-
ing Poisson statistics. The forward-folded spectrum is finally divided by the input flux to obtain
the correction factor which is in turn applied to the measured binned spectrum to obtain the true
spectrum. This correction is slightly energy dependent but is below 15% over all of the E-range.

Here we present an update of the measurements of the energy spectrum derived from vertical
SD data sets recorded by both the 750 m and 1500 m arrays up to 31 Dec 2014, and hybrid data up
to 31 Dec 2013. Moreover, we report the spectrum derived from inclined events recorded by the
1500 m array up to 31 Dec 2013, recently published in [13]. Values of the corresponding exposures
are given in Table 1, together with other experimental parameters describing the data. Note that
the exposure for the vertical SD-750 m data set is double the value reported previously in [14].
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Highlights from the Pierre Auger Observatory Piera Luisa Ghia
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Figure 5: Left: Upper limits (red lines) to the diffuse flux of UHE neutrinos at the 90% C.L. in integrated (horizontal
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several top-down and cosmogenic photon models. For the detailed references, see Bleve’s report.

local minimum, with g ⇡ 2 and a larger maximum rigidity, more in line with standard models of
cosmic-ray acceleration. While the spectrum is fitted well in this case too, wider distributions of
UHECR masses than observed in the data are in turn predicted at each energy, showing how crucial
the measures of mass composition are to resolve the origin of the observed flux suppression.

Another knob to probe the origin of the flux suppression is the search for UHE photons and

neutrinos. Interactions between UHECRs and photons of the CMB lead to emission of cosmogenic
neutrinos and photons, whose flux is also dependent on the mass of UHECRs, being suppressed
in the case of heavy primaries. The updated status of such searches was illustrated by C. Bleve,
exploiting the 10-year SD data set. The two searches have much in common, besides their infer-
ences. Neutrino- and photon-showers can be identified through the time structure of the signals in
the WCDs: as the EAS electromagnetic component is larger than in hadronic showers, a broader
time structure is expected. As for neutrinos, this fact is exploited for events at large zenith angles
(q >60�). While for nuclear primaries the electromagnetic component gets absorbed due to the
large thickness of traversed atmosphere, for neutrino showers, which can initiate very deep in the
atmosphere, it is abundant. Downward-going neutrinos of all flavors are searched for at zenith
angles q > 60� and upward-going tau neutrinos at q > 90�. Photons are searched for in data with
zenith range 30� �60�: the lower cut ensures that photon showers at these energies are fully devel-
oped at the depth of the SD. The selection criteria are additionally based on the lateral distribution
of particles, steeper than in nuclear showers. Another common feature of the two searches is that
the cosmic-ray background is not simulated, but determined through a fraction of data used as a
“training” sample. After application of the selection criteria to data, no neutrino event survives
the selection, while 4 events survive the photon search, compatible with background expectations.
The derived upper limits to their fluxes, assuming a differential flux dN(E) = k ·E�2, are shown in
Fig. 5, left and right for neutrinos and photons, respectively. As for neutrinos, it is the first demon-
stration, made with a shower array, of a limit that is below the Waxman-Bahcall bound [18]. Both
neutrino and photon limits reach predictions (only the more optimistic ones for photons) in the case
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Figure 2.4: Depth of shower maximum, Xmax, as measured with the Pierre Auger Observatory [22].
The left panel shows the mean Xmax, and the dispersion is given in the right panel after correcting
for the reconstruction resolution. The data are compared to model predictions for proton and iron
primaries [73–76].

for a significant part of the observed UHECR flux. The bounds are reliable as the photon
flux limits in Fig. 2.3 depend only on the simulation of electromagnetic showers and, hence,
are very robust against assumptions about hadronic interactions at very high energy [59].

In addition, the flux limits already probe the predicted secondary fluxes for models in
which the suppression of the cosmic ray flux is assumed to originate entirely from the GZK
energy loss process for a proton dominated flux [50–53].

The photon flux limits have further far-reaching consequences by providing important
constraints on theories of quantum gravity involving Lorentz invariance violation (LIV), see,
for example, [60–63]. Further, identifying a single photon shower at ultra-high energy would
imply very strong limits on another set of parameters of LIV theories [64–66]. Similarly,
observing cosmogenic neutrinos would allow placing constraints on LIV in the neutrino
sector [67].

2.1.3 Depth of shower maximum

The Pierre Auger Collaboration has addressed the challenge of determining the composition
of UHECRs by measuring the depth of shower maximum Xmax [22,23], the muon production
depth [68], and rise-time asymmetry of the shower disk at ground level [69]. Out of these
observables, the Xmax measurement using fluorescence telescopes is currently the one with
the smallest systematic uncertainties and the most direct link to the mass distribution of the
primary particles [70–72]. The mean depth of shower maximum and the fluctuations mea-
sured by the shower-to-shower variation of Xmax, which are a superposition of fluctuations
of showers of a given primary and differences due to different primary particles, are shown
in Fig. 2.4 together with model predictions for proton and iron primaries. The data of the
fluorescence telescopes cover energies up to the suppression range with good statistics. The
last data point represents all events with E > 3⇥1019 eV.
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for a significant part of the observed UHECR flux. The bounds are reliable as the photon
flux limits in Fig. 2.3 depend only on the simulation of electromagnetic showers and, hence,
are very robust against assumptions about hadronic interactions at very high energy [59].

In addition, the flux limits already probe the predicted secondary fluxes for models in
which the suppression of the cosmic ray flux is assumed to originate entirely from the GZK
energy loss process for a proton dominated flux [50–53].

The photon flux limits have further far-reaching consequences by providing important
constraints on theories of quantum gravity involving Lorentz invariance violation (LIV), see,
for example, [60–63]. Further, identifying a single photon shower at ultra-high energy would
imply very strong limits on another set of parameters of LIV theories [64–66]. Similarly,
observing cosmogenic neutrinos would allow placing constraints on LIV in the neutrino
sector [67].

2.1.3 Depth of shower maximum

The Pierre Auger Collaboration has addressed the challenge of determining the composition
of UHECRs by measuring the depth of shower maximum Xmax [22,23], the muon production
depth [68], and rise-time asymmetry of the shower disk at ground level [69]. Out of these
observables, the Xmax measurement using fluorescence telescopes is currently the one with
the smallest systematic uncertainties and the most direct link to the mass distribution of the
primary particles [70–72]. The mean depth of shower maximum and the fluctuations mea-
sured by the shower-to-shower variation of Xmax, which are a superposition of fluctuations
of showers of a given primary and differences due to different primary particles, are shown
in Fig. 2.4 together with model predictions for proton and iron primaries. The data of the
fluorescence telescopes cover energies up to the suppression range with good statistics. The
last data point represents all events with E > 3⇥1019 eV.

hlnNμi ¼ hlnNμip þ ð1 − βÞhlnAi ð10Þ

β ¼ 1 −
hlnNμiFe − hlnNμip

ln 56
: ð11Þ

Since Nμ ∝ Rμ, we can replace lnNμ by lnRμ. The same
can be done in Eq. (2), which also holds for averages due to
the linearity of differentiation.
We estimate the systematic uncertainty of the approxi-

mate Heitler model by computing β from Eq. (11), and
alternatively from dhlnRμip=d ln E and dhlnRμiFe=d ln E .
The three values would be identical if the Heitler model was
accurate. Based on the small deviations, we estimate
σsys½β& ¼ 0.02. By propagating the systematic uncertainty
of β, we arrive at a small systematic uncertainty for the
predicted logarithmic muon content of σsys½hlnRμi& < 0.02.
With Eqs. (9)–(10), we convert the measured mean depth

hXmaxi into a prediction of the mean logarithmic muon
content hlnRμi at θ ¼ 67° for each hadronic interaction
model. The relationship between hXmaxi and hlnRμi can be
represented by a line, which is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
Auger measurements at 1019 eV are also shown. The
discrepancy between data and model predictions is shown
by a lack of overlap of the data point with any of the
model lines.
The model predictions of hlnRμi and dhlnRμi=d ln E

are summarized and compared to our measurement in
Figs. 6–7, respectively. For QGSJETII-03, QGSJETII-04,
and EPOS LHC, we use estimated hlnAi data from
Ref. [40]. Since QGSJET01 has not been included in that
reference, we compute hlnAi using Eq. (9) [4] from the

latest hXmaxi data [40]. The systematic uncertainty of
the hlnRμi predictions is derived by propagating the sys-
tematic uncertainty of hlnAi [' 0.03ðsysÞ], combined with
the systematic uncertainty of the Heitler model [' 0.02ðsysÞ].
The predicted logarithmic gain dhlnRμi=d ln E is calculated
through Eq. (2), while d lnA=d ln E is obtained from
a straight line fit to hlnAi data points between 4× 1018

and 5 × 1019 eV. The systematic uncertainty of the
dhlnRμi=d ln E predictions is derived by varying the fitted
line within the systematic uncertainty of the hlnAi data
[' 0.02ðsysÞ], and by varying β within its systematic
uncertainty in Eq. (2) [' 0.005ðsysÞ].
The four hadronic interaction models fall short in

matching our measurement of the mean logarithmic muon
content hlnRμi. QGSJETII-04 and EPOS LHC have been
updated after the first LHC data. The discrepancy is smaller
for these models, and EPOS LHC performs slightly better
than QGSJETII-04. Yet none of the models is covered by
the total uncertainty interval. The minimum deviation is
1.4σ. To reproduce the higher signal intensity in data, the
mean muon number around 1019 eV in simulations would
have to be increased by 30 to 80%½þ17

−20ðsysÞ%&. If on the
other hand the predictions of the latest models were close
to the truth, the Auger energy scale would have to be
increased by a similar factor to reach agreement. Without a
self-consistent description of air shower observables, con-
clusions about the mass composition from the measured
absolute muon content remain tentative.

FIG. 5 (color online). Average logarithmic muon content
hlnRμi (this study) as a function of the average shower depth
hXmaxi (obtained by interpolating binned data from Ref. [40]) at
1019 eV. Model predictions are obtained from showers simulated
at θ ¼ 67°. The predictions for proton and iron showers are
directly taken from simulations. Values for intermediate masses
are computed with the Heitler model described in the text.

FIG. 6 (color online). Comparison of the mean logarithmic
muon content hlnRμi at 1019 eV obtained from Auger data with
model predictions for proton and iron showers simulated at
θ ¼ 67°, and for such mixed showers with a mean logarithmic
mass that matches the mean shower depth hXmaxi measured by
the FD. Brackets indicate systematic uncertainties. Dotted lines
show the interval obtained by adding systematic and statistical
uncertainties in quadrature. The statistical uncertainties for proton
and iron showers are negligible and suppressed for clarity.
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Figure 2: Left: The four energy spectra derived from SD and hybrid data. Right: The combined energy spectrum, fitted
with a flux model (see text). As in the left panel, only statistical uncertainties are shown and the upper limits correspond
to 84% confidence level (C.L.).

mentary to one another, with respect to their origin. In this section the suite of reports presented by
the Auger Collaboration on these topics is highlighted all together, in an attempt to underline their
reciprocal relation in deriving inferences on UHECRs.

The measurement of the flux of UHECRs has been one of the first results of Auger [8].
Two spectral features have been established beyond doubt: the hardening in the spectrum at about
5⇥1018 eV (the so-called ankle), and a strong suppression of the flux at the highest energies, start-
ing at about 4⇥1019 eV. The all-particle flux of cosmic rays presented by I. Valiño is an update
of this measurement, based on an exposure now larger than 50000 km2 sr yr and on ⇠ 200000
events. Combining four independent spectra (see Fig. 2, left) from the two different SDs (and two
data sets from the SD-1500 m, vertical and horizontal events) and from hybrid events, the mea-
surement is emblematic of the power of using multiple detectors. Data from the SD-750 m allow
for the determination of the energy spectrum down to 1017 eV. The SD-1500 m vertical data are
crucial above the energy of full trigger efficiency of 3⇥1018 up to the highest energies, with hor-
izontal events contributing above 4⇥1018 eV and providing an independent measurement in this
energy range. Hybrid data bridge those from the two SDs, between 1018 eV and 1019.6 eV. The four
spectra, in agreement within uncertainties, are combined into a unique one shown in Fig. 2, right
panel, taking into account the systematics of the individual measurements. The evident features are
quantified by fitting a model that describes the spectrum with two power laws around the ankle, the
second of which includes a smooth suppression at the highest energies. The ankle is found to be at
Eankle = (4.8±0.1±0.8)⇥1018 eV. The spectral slope below the ankle is g1 = 3.29±0.02±0.05,
and above the ankle is g2 = 2.60 ± 0.02 ± 0.10. The energy at which the differential flux falls to
one-half of the value of the power-law extrapolation is Es = (42.1 ± 1.7 ± 7.6)⇥1018 eV. In each
case the precision of the measurements is now limited by the systematic uncertainty.

The origin of the very precisely determined features in the all-particle spectrum has been ad-
dressed by the Collaboration in parallel, likewise for many years [9], through the measurement

of the depth of the shower maximum, Xmax, one of the most robust mass-sensitive EAS observ-
ables. The measurement, relying on hybrid data, has been recently updated in [10]: it has also
been presented by A. Porcelli, and extended for the first time to cover the whole energy range of
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Figure 5: Left: Upper limits (red lines) to the diffuse flux of UHE neutrinos at the 90% C.L. in integrated (horizontal
lines) and differential forms. Limits are compared with cosmogenic neutrino models, the Waxman-Bahcall bound, and
limits from IceCube and ANITA. All neutrino limits and fluxes are converted to single flavor. Right: Upper limits at the
95% C.L. to the diffuse flux of UHE photons shown together with results from other experiments and predictions from
several top-down and cosmogenic photon models. For the detailed references, see Bleve’s report.

local minimum, with g ⇡ 2 and a larger maximum rigidity, more in line with standard models of
cosmic-ray acceleration. While the spectrum is fitted well in this case too, wider distributions of
UHECR masses than observed in the data are in turn predicted at each energy, showing how crucial
the measures of mass composition are to resolve the origin of the observed flux suppression.

Another knob to probe the origin of the flux suppression is the search for UHE photons and

neutrinos. Interactions between UHECRs and photons of the CMB lead to emission of cosmogenic
neutrinos and photons, whose flux is also dependent on the mass of UHECRs, being suppressed
in the case of heavy primaries. The updated status of such searches was illustrated by C. Bleve,
exploiting the 10-year SD data set. The two searches have much in common, besides their infer-
ences. Neutrino- and photon-showers can be identified through the time structure of the signals in
the WCDs: as the EAS electromagnetic component is larger than in hadronic showers, a broader
time structure is expected. As for neutrinos, this fact is exploited for events at large zenith angles
(q >60�). While for nuclear primaries the electromagnetic component gets absorbed due to the
large thickness of traversed atmosphere, for neutrino showers, which can initiate very deep in the
atmosphere, it is abundant. Downward-going neutrinos of all flavors are searched for at zenith
angles q > 60� and upward-going tau neutrinos at q > 90�. Photons are searched for in data with
zenith range 30� �60�: the lower cut ensures that photon showers at these energies are fully devel-
oped at the depth of the SD. The selection criteria are additionally based on the lateral distribution
of particles, steeper than in nuclear showers. Another common feature of the two searches is that
the cosmic-ray background is not simulated, but determined through a fraction of data used as a
“training” sample. After application of the selection criteria to data, no neutrino event survives
the selection, while 4 events survive the photon search, compatible with background expectations.
The derived upper limits to their fluxes, assuming a differential flux dN(E) = k ·E�2, are shown in
Fig. 5, left and right for neutrinos and photons, respectively. As for neutrinos, it is the first demon-
stration, made with a shower array, of a limit that is below the Waxman-Bahcall bound [18]. Both
neutrino and photon limits reach predictions (only the more optimistic ones for photons) in the case
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is extragalactic, gradually taking over a Galactic one. The low level of anisotropy would then be
the sum of two vectors with opposite directions, naturally reducing the amplitudes. This is an
intriguing possibility, to be explored with additional data.

Similarly intriguing is the indication of a departure from isotropy above 8 EeV, where the
total amplitude of the dipole is found to be 0.073 ± 0.015 pointing to (a,d ) = (95� ±13�,�39� ±
13�). This finding is robust assuming that the flux of cosmic rays is either purely dipolar or a
combination of only dipolar and quadripolar (see also [28]). Assumptions on the shape of the
angular distribution can be avoided by analyzing it over the full sky. This has been done through a
spherical harmonic analysis of Auger and Telescope Array data [29] and shown in the presentation
from O. Deligny. No deviation from isotropy at discovery level is found at any multipoles. The
largest deviation from isotropy, with a p-value of 5⇥10�3, occurs for the dipolar moment. The
amplitude, 0.065 ± 0.019, and the direction, (a,d ) = (93� ± 24�,�46� ± 18�), are in agreement
with those found with Auger-only data. The sky maps of the fluxes in equatorial coordinates,
shown in Fig. 8, offer a visualization of the dipolar patterns resulting from the two analyses. Note
that I. Valiño has reported the first results on the declination dependence of the energy spectrum.
While the comparison of sub-spectra in four declination bands does not show any dependence on
d , the ratio of flux from the southern to the northern sky is compatible with that expected from
the dipolar-modulation observed. Such an anisotropy, if confirmed with additional data, might be
reflective of the diffusive propagation of UHECRs in the extragalactic magnetic fields and/or of the
inhomogenoeus distribution of the sources in our neighborhood. The observed dipolar amplitudes
would in particular correspond to expectations in the case of heavier nuclei [30, 31], suggested too
by the inferences on mass composition drawn from Xmax data.

4. Beyond ultra-high energy cosmic rays

Besides studies of UHECRs, the Collaboration has presented a series of contributions that are
complementary to those both in terms of reach and of energy. On the one hand, UHECRs reach
energies that are far higher than any Earth-based accelerator will ever achieve, so that they represent
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Figure 6: Left: Map in Galactic coordinates of the significances of excesses in 12�-radius windows for the events
with E � 54 EeV. The super-Galactic plane (dashed line) and Cen A (white star) are indicated. Right: Map in Galactic
coordinates showing the arrival directions of the IceCube cascades (plus signs) and high-energy tracks (crosses), and of
the UHECRs detected by Auger (circles) and Telescope Array (triangles). The dashed line indicates the super-Galactic
plane.

of a pure proton composition at the sources. Neutrino limits in particular disfavor strong-evolution
sources producing protons only. The photon limits are also compared to the fluxes expected in the
case of top-down models of UHECR production, e.g., from the decay of super-heavy relic particles
from the early Universe: they appear to be clearly disfavored, suggesting acceleration mechanisms
for the sources of UHECRs.

If the sources are astrophysical, they should be relatively close, due to the energy losses of
UHECRs in the propagation through the CMB. The distribution of the arrival directions of UHE-
CRs above 40 EeV might thus be anisotropic, mirroring the inhomogeneous distribution of the
nearby (O(100 Mpc)) extragalactic matter, provided that the cosmic-ray charge is low. For protons
above that energy the angular deflections caused by intervening magnetic fields are indeed expected
to be of the order of a few degrees, while they are Z times larger in the case of nuclei with atomic
number Z. In this respect, the search for anisotropy at small and intermediate angular scale at
the highest energies is complementary to the spectrum and mass measurements, and is the subject
of the contribution presented by J. Aublin, summarizing the work of [19]. It exploits 602 events
with energy above 40 EeV, collected in 10 years of data, corresponding to an exposure2 of 66452
km2 sr yr and a field of view from �90� to +45� in declination. The dataset is subjected to various
tests to search for anisotropies, at different energy thresholds, up to 80 EeV, and within different
angular windows, between 1� and 30�. They consider, on the one hand, the study of “intrinsic”
anisotropies through the search for excesses of events over the exposed sky and the analysis of the
autocorrelation of arrival directions. On the other hand, correlations are searched for with known
astrophysical structures, such as the Galactic and super-Galactic planes, the Galactic centre, and
with objects that are considered plausible candidates for UHECR sources. Flux-limited catalogs of
galaxies (2MRS [20]), of AGNs observed in X-rays (Swift BAT-70 [21]) and of radio galaxies with
jets [22] are considered. The cross-correlation with the three sets of objects is done by selecting
them up to different maximum distances, i.e., based on their apparent luminosity. In the case of the
AGNs in the Swift and radio-galaxy catalogs an additional scan is performed on the measured in-

2Given the large multiplicity of triggered detectors (on average, more than 14) at the energies considered, less
stringent fiducial criteria (yielding a larger exposure) are used than for the measurement of the flux.
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exposure at UHE: (5.34 ± 0.13) ⇥ 104 km2 sr yr
I. Valino for the Pierre Auger Coll., Proc. 34th ICRC, arXiv:1509.03732 [4 of 43]
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Figure 5: The combined energy spectrum of UHECRs as mea-
sured at the Pierre Auger Observatory. The numbers give the total
number of events inside each bin. The last three arrows represent
upper limits at 84% C.L.

Parameter Result (±sstat ±ssys)

log10(Ea/eV) 18.72±0.01±0.02
g1 3.23±0.01±0.07
g2 2.63±0.02±0.04
log10(E1/2/eV) 19.63±0.01±0.01
log10 Wc 0.15±0.01±0.02

Table 2: Parameters, with statistical and systematic uncertainties,
of the model describing the combined energy spectrum measured
at the Pierre Auger Observatory.
brid spectrum down by 6%. Compared to the previous pub-
lication, the precision in determining the spectral index be-
low the ankle has increased significantly, mainly due to the
addition of the 750 m array. We report a slightly flatter spec-
trum below the ankle (now: 3.23±0.01 (stat) ±0.07 (sys),
previous publication: 3.27± 0.02) and an increase of Ea
(now: 18.72± 0.01 (stat) ± 0.02 (sys), previous publica-
tion: 18.61±0.01) [22]. The large systematic uncertainties
in g1 are dominated by the uncertainty of the resolution
model used for correcting the measured flux. At the same
time, the uncertainty in the energy scale of 14% is propa-
gated into the final result.

The combined energy spectrum is compared to fluxes
from three astrophysical scenarios in Fig. 6. Shown are
models assuming pure proton or iron composition. The
fluxes result from different assumptions of the spectral index
b of the source injection spectrum and the source evolution
parameter m. The model lines have been calculated using
CRPropa [30] and validated with SimProp [31].

5 Summary

The flux of cosmic rays above 3⇥1017 eV has been mea-
sured at the Pierre Auger Observatory combining data from
surface and fluorescence detectors. The spectral features are
determined with unprecedented statistical precision. The
fitted parameters are compatible with previous results given
the change in the energy scale. There is an overall uncer-
tainty of the revised energy scale of 14% [23]. Current re-
sults from Xmax measurements and an interpretation of the
measurements concerning mass composition are presented
in [28, 29]. The spectrum as measured with the SD 750 m
array is presented in more detail at this conference in [9].
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Figure 6: The combined energy spectrum compared to energy
spectra from different astrophysical scenarios (see text).
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On the other hand, as discussed above, an additional CR component appears to be
required by the Auger data in the energy range E < 5×1018 eV, therefore here we introduce
such a component in the form of a speculative Galactic CR flux, parametrized as:

Jgal(E) = J0e
−E/E⋆

!

E

E⋆

"

−γ

(3.2)

with E⋆ = 1018 eV, γ = 2.65 and J0 chosen in order to fit the observations. The choice of the
power law index γ in equation (3.2) comes from the galactic cosmic rays spectra as computed
in [47]. In figure 4 we plot the all particle spectrum with the same choice of the injection
parameters used in figure 2 and the additional galactic component, Eq. (3.2), plotted as a
dotted black curve.

Given the speculative nature of the Galactic component used here, we left its chemical

– 10 –

GZK or the exhaustion of sources ???

Composition is the key to disentangle the two scenarios!
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Measurement of the UHE Proton+Air Cross
Section

tail of Xmax distribution:
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Figure 2.27: Principle of the Xmax-distribution decomposition method. The Xmax-distribution results
from the convolution of the distributions of X1 and DX1, where DX1 = Xmax � X1.

kX = Lobs/lp�air. The found dependence of kX on a changing multiplicity as well as cross sec-
tion has never been taken into account by any air shower based cross section measurement.

Xmax-RMS method. For a short time it was believed that the proton-air cross section can be
obtained just from the measurement of Xmax-fluctuations [115, 116]. In fact, the fluctuations
are depending on the cross section, but nowadays it is well known that the RMS of the Xmax-
distribution does mostly reflect the primary composition of cosmic rays. As a matter of fact,
it is the best handle we currently have to learn about the primary mass composition. Only
the extremely doubtful assumption of a pure proton cosmic ray composition may allow a
measurement of the cross section this way.

Unfolding of the Xmax-distribution. A real improvement of the cross section measure-
ment techniques was proposed by taking the air shower fluctuations more explicity into
account [109]. This allows us to use not only the slope but more of the shape of the Xmax-
distribution, by at the same time restricting the analysis to a range in Xmax, where the pos-
sible contribution from primaries other than protons is minimal. The ansatz unfolds the
measured Xmax-distribution (2.14), by using a given DX1-distribution to retrieve the original
X1-distribution (see Figure 2.27). The HiRes Collaboration claimed model independence of
the used DX1-distribution, leading to a model independent result for the cross section.

Indeed, this would have been a major step forward, since all the previous techniques
are heavily depending on air shower Monte Carlo simulations and are therefore implicitly
model dependent. Of course also the DX1-distribution can not be accessed by observations,
but has to be inferred entirely from simulations. Recently this triggered a discussion about
the general shape and model dependence of the DX1-distribution [117]. Ultimately this in-
troduces a comparable amount of model dependence, as in the k-factor techniques (see Fig-
ure 2.28, left). This is a natural consequence of the fact that all air shower based analysis
techniques are based on expression (2.14) in one or the other way.

Figure 2.28 (left) visualizes the dependence of the DX1-distribution on hadronic inter-
action models. The DX1-distribution, which mostly reflects the shower startup phase, is
strongly depending on the parameters of the hadronic interaction models, like the cross
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from the convolution of the distributions of X1 and DX1, where DX1 = Xmax � X1.

kX = Lobs/lp�air. The found dependence of kX on a changing multiplicity as well as cross sec-
tion has never been taken into account by any air shower based cross section measurement.

Xmax-RMS method. For a short time it was believed that the proton-air cross section can be
obtained just from the measurement of Xmax-fluctuations [115, 116]. In fact, the fluctuations
are depending on the cross section, but nowadays it is well known that the RMS of the Xmax-
distribution does mostly reflect the primary composition of cosmic rays. As a matter of fact,
it is the best handle we currently have to learn about the primary mass composition. Only
the extremely doubtful assumption of a pure proton cosmic ray composition may allow a
measurement of the cross section this way.

Unfolding of the Xmax-distribution. A real improvement of the cross section measure-
ment techniques was proposed by taking the air shower fluctuations more explicity into
account [109]. This allows us to use not only the slope but more of the shape of the Xmax-
distribution, by at the same time restricting the analysis to a range in Xmax, where the pos-
sible contribution from primaries other than protons is minimal. The ansatz unfolds the
measured Xmax-distribution (2.14), by using a given DX1-distribution to retrieve the original
X1-distribution (see Figure 2.27). The HiRes Collaboration claimed model independence of
the used DX1-distribution, leading to a model independent result for the cross section.

Indeed, this would have been a major step forward, since all the previous techniques
are heavily depending on air shower Monte Carlo simulations and are therefore implicitly
model dependent. Of course also the DX1-distribution can not be accessed by observations,
but has to be inferred entirely from simulations. Recently this triggered a discussion about
the general shape and model dependence of the DX1-distribution [117]. Ultimately this in-
troduces a comparable amount of model dependence, as in the k-factor techniques (see Fig-
ure 2.28, left). This is a natural consequence of the fact that all air shower based analysis
techniques are based on expression (2.14) in one or the other way.

Figure 2.28 (left) visualizes the dependence of the DX1-distribution on hadronic inter-
action models. The DX1-distribution, which mostly reflects the shower startup phase, is
strongly depending on the parameters of the hadronic interaction models, like the cross
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Xmax distributions
for several energy 
bins

As the energy increases 
the distributions become 
narrower !!!
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<Xmax> γFe p
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<Xmax> and RMS(Xmax)

A clear change above 3 1018 eV                              
Beam composition ???  Hadronic interactions??? 

γFe p
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Mass composition
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fluorescence telescope data (15%  duty cycle)



Combined fits  

A Fit (spectrum, <Xmax >, RMS(Xmax )) is always possible but it requires a
very unusual metallicity and a very hard energy spectrum of the sources!
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Composition Scenarios
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Interpreting the energy spectrum

• hard injection (!~1) and low cutoff (Rcut<1018.7 eV) favoured 

• !~2 strongly disfavoured by Xmax distribution width 

• EPOS-LHC favoured over Sibyll2.1 and QGSJet04

best fit local min
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The “Particle Physics” interpretation …
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R.Ulrich (2008)

Reduced	statistics

If just proton … 

A dramatic increase in the proton-
proton cross section 

100 TeV

But no violation of the 
Froissart bound !

100 TeV

Grey to black disk
J.	Dias	de	Deus	et	al.	(2012)
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show the 1-� statistical and systematic uncertainties.

The values of Rhad needed in the models are compara-
ble to the corresponding muon excess detected in highly-
inclined air showers [7], as is expected because at high
zenith angle the non-hadronic contribution to the sig-
nal (shown with red curves in Fig. 3) is much smaller
than the hadronic contribution. However the two anal-
yses are not equivalent because a muon excess in an
inclined air shower is indistinguishable from an energy
rescaling, whereas in the present analysis the systematic
uncertainty of the overall energy calibration enters only
as a higher-order e↵ect. Thus the significance of the
discrepancy between data and model prediction is now
more compelling, growing from 1.38 (1.77) sigma to 2.1
(2.9) sigma respectively for EPOS-LHC (QGSJet II-04),
adding statistical and systematic errors from Fig. 6 of
[7] and Table I, in quadrature.

The signal deficit is smallest (the best-fit Rhad is the
closest to unity) with EPOS-LHC and mixed composi-
tion. This is because, for a given mass, the muon signal
is ⇡ 15% larger for EPOS-LHC than QGSJet-II-04 [27],
and in addition the mean primary mass is larger when the
Xmax data is interpreted with EPOS than with QGSJet-
II [9].

Within the event ensemble used in this study, there
is no evidence of a larger event-to-event variance in the
ground signal for fixed Xmax than predicted by the cur-
rent models. This means that the muon shortfall cannot
be attributed to an exotic phenomenon producing a very
large muon signal in only a fraction of events, such as
could be the case if micro-black holes were being pro-
duced at a much-larger-than-expected rate [28, 29].

SUMMARY

We have introduced a new method to study hadronic
interactions at ultrahigh energies, which minimizes re-
liance on the absolute energy determination and improves
precision by exploiting the information in individual hy-

brid events. We applied it to hybrid showers of the Pierre
Auger Observatory with energies 6-16 EeV (ECM = 110
to 170 TeV) and zenith angle 0�60�, to quantify the dis-
parity between state-of-the-art hadronic interaction mod-
eling and observed UHECR atmospheric air showers. We
considered the simplest possible characterization of the
model discrepancies, namely an overall rescaling of the
hadronic shower, Rhad, and we allow for a possible over-
all energy calibration rescaling, RE .

No energy rescaling is needed: RE = 1.00 ± 0.10 for
the mixed composition fit with EPOS-LHC, and RE =
1.00± 0.14 for QGSJet II-04, adding systematic and sta-
tistical errors in quadrature. This uncertainty on RE is
of the same order of magnitude as the 14% systematic
uncertainty of the energy calibration [14].

We find, however, that the observed hadronic signal
in these UHECR air showers is significantly larger than
predicted by models tuned to fit accelerator data. The
best case, EPOS-LHC with mixed composition, requires
a hadronic rescaling of Rhad = 1.33±0.16 (statistical and
systematic uncertainties combined in quadrature), while
for QGSJet II-04, Rhad = 1.61±0.21. It is not yet known
whether this discrepancy can be explained by some in-
correctly modeled features of hadron collisions, possibly
even at low energy, or may be indicative of the onset of
some new phenomenon in hadronic interactions at ultra-
high energy. Proposals of the first type include a higher
level of production of baryons [27] or vector mesons [30]
(see [31] for a recent review of the many constraints to
be satisfied), while proposals for possible new physics are
discussed in [26, 29, 32].

The nature of the discrepancy between models and Na-
ture can be elucidated by extending the present analysis
to the entire hybrid dataset above 1018.5 eV, to deter-
mine the energy dependence of RE and Rhad. In addi-
tion, the event-by-event analysis introduced here can be
generalized to include other observables with complemen-
tary sensitivity to hadronic physics and composition, e.g.,
Muon Production Depth [33], Risetime [34] and slope of
the LDF.

AugerPrime, the anticipated upgrade of the Pierre
Auger Observatory [35], will significantly improve our
ability to investigate hadronic interactions at ultrahigh
energies, by separately measuring the muon and EM com-
ponents of the ground signal.
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events for a given shower is smaller than the shower-to-
shower fluctuations in real events. More than 107 showers
must be simulated to create the analysis library of well-
fitting simulated showers for the 411 hybrid events of the
dataset. A high-quality fit to the LP is found for all
events, for at least one primary type.

QUANTIFYING THE DISCREPANCY

The history of all muons and EM particles (e± and �’s)
reaching the ground is tracked during simulation, follow-
ing the description in [23]. Most muons come from ⇡± or
K decay and most EM particles from ⇡0 decay. The por-
tion of EM particles that are produced by muons through
decay or radiative processes, and by low-energy ⇡0’s, are
attributed to the hadronic signal, Shad; muons that are
produced through photoproduction are attributed to the
electromagnetic signal, SEM . The relative importance
of the di↵erent components varies with zenith angle, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Once SEM and Shad are known
for a given shower i, with assumed primary mass j, the
rescaled simulated S(1000) can be written as:

Sresc(RE , Rhad)i,j ⌘ RE SEM,i,j+Rhad R↵
E Shad,i,j . (1)

The linear scaling of the EM contribution with RE is
obvious, as is the factor Rhad for the hadronic contribu-
tion. The factor R↵

E reflects the fact that the hadronic
signal increases slower than linearly with energy, since
higher energy events require more stages in the shower
cascade before the pions have low enough energy to decay
to muons rather than re-interact, and at each stage, en-
ergy is removed from the hadronic cascade. The value of
↵ is a prediction of the HEG and depends also on mass;
in practice both EPOS and QGSJet-II simulations find
↵ ⇡ 0.9, relatively independently of composition [24]. We

TABLE I. RE and Rhad with statistical and systematic un-
certainties, for QGSJet-II-04 and EPOS-LHC.

Model RE Rhad

QII-04 p 1.09± 0.08± 0.09 1.59± 0.17± 0.09
QII-04 Mixed 1.00± 0.08± 0.11 1.61± 0.18± 0.11

EPOS p 1.04± 0.08± 0.08 1.45± 0.16± 0.08
EPOS Mixed 1.00± 0.07± 0.08 1.33± 0.13± 0.09

investigated the sensitivity of our conclusions to the pos-
sibility that ↵ predicted by the models is incorrect, and
find its potential e↵ect is small enough to be ignored for
the present analysis [25].

The best fit values of RE and Rhad are determined
by maximizing the likelihood function
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index i runs over each event in the data set and the con-
tribution of the ith event is
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The index j labels the di↵erent possible primaries (p, He,
N and Fe), and pj (Xmax,i) is the prior on the probability
that an event with Xmax,i has mass j, given the mass
fractions fj in the interval 1019±0.2 eV (see [8] for the fit
to the observed Xmax distribution for each HEG):

pj(Xmax) = fj Pj(Xmax) / ⌃jfj Pj(Xmax), (3)

where Pj(Xmax) is the probability density of observing
Xmax for primary type j, for the given HEG. The
variance entering Equation (2) includes (a) measurement
uncertainty of typically 12%, from the uncertainty in
the reconstruction of S(1000), the calorimetric energy
measurement, and the uncertainty in the Xmax scale, as
well as (b) the variance in the ground signals of showers
with matching LPs due to shower-to-shower fluctuations
(ranging from typically 16% for proton-initiated showers
to 5% for iron-initiated showers) and (c) the uncertainty
in separating Sµ and SEM in the simulation, and from
the limited statistics of having only three simulated
events (typically 10% for proton-initiated showers and
4% for iron-initated showers).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I gives the values of RE and Rhad which max-
imize the likelihood of the observed ground signals, for
the various combinations of HEGs and compositions con-
sidered. The systematic uncertainties in the reconstruc-
tion of Xmax, EFD and S(1000) are propagated through
the analysis by shifting the reconstructed central val-
ues by their one-sigma systematic uncertainties. Fig. 4
shows the one-sigma statistical uncertainty ellipses in the
RE�Rhad plane; the outer boundaries of propagating the
systematic errors are shown by the grey rectangles.
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FIG. 3. The contributions of di↵erent components to the
average signal as a function of zenith angle, for stations at
1 km from the shower core, in simulated 10 EeV proton air
showers illustrated for QGSJet-II-04.
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The index j labels the di↵erent possible primaries (p, He,
N and Fe), and pj (Xmax,i) is the prior on the probability
that an event with Xmax,i has mass j, given the mass
fractions fj in the interval 1019±0.2 eV (see [8] for the fit
to the observed Xmax distribution for each HEG):
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where Pj(Xmax) is the probability density of observing
Xmax for primary type j, for the given HEG. The
variance entering Equation (2) includes (a) measurement
uncertainty of typically 12%, from the uncertainty in
the reconstruction of S(1000), the calorimetric energy
measurement, and the uncertainty in the Xmax scale, as
well as (b) the variance in the ground signals of showers
with matching LPs due to shower-to-shower fluctuations
(ranging from typically 16% for proton-initiated showers
to 5% for iron-initiated showers) and (c) the uncertainty
in separating Sµ and SEM in the simulation, and from
the limited statistics of having only three simulated
events (typically 10% for proton-initiated showers and
4% for iron-initated showers).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I gives the values of RE and Rhad which max-
imize the likelihood of the observed ground signals, for
the various combinations of HEGs and compositions con-
sidered. The systematic uncertainties in the reconstruc-
tion of Xmax, EFD and S(1000) are propagated through
the analysis by shifting the reconstructed central val-
ues by their one-sigma systematic uncertainties. Fig. 4
shows the one-sigma statistical uncertainty ellipses in the
RE�Rhad plane; the outer boundaries of propagating the
systematic errors are shown by the grey rectangles.



Extensive air showers with zenith angles exceeding 62°
are characterized at the ground by the dominance of
secondary energetic muons, since the electromagnetic
component has been largely absorbed in the large atmos-
pheric depth crossed by the shower. Such inclined showers
provide a direct measurement of the muon number at the
ground [14]. The muon number in less inclined air showers
has also been explored [15,16], but the measurement is in
this case complicated by the need to separate the electro-
magnetic and the muonic signals in surface detectors. The
unique features of showers around 60° zenith angle further
led to the derivation of the muon production depth from the
arrival times of signals in the SD [17], which is another
powerful observable to study the mass composition and
hadronic interaction models.
We measure the muon number in inclined air showers

using the relative scale factor N19 which relates the
observed muon densities at the ground to the average
muon density profile of simulated proton-induced air
showers of fixed energy 1019 eV. This approach follows
from developments that have been introduced to recon-
struct inclined showers, taking into account the rich spatial
structure of the muon distributions at the ground. The scale
factor N19 is independent of the zenith angle and details of
the location of the observatory [18,19] and can be also used
as an estimator of the muon number. These developments
led to the first limit on the fraction of cosmic photons in the
EeVenergy range [20] and to an independent measurement
of the energy spectrum of cosmic rays [21].

II. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
MUON NUMBER

Inclined showers generate asymmetric and elongated
signal patterns in the SD array with narrow pulses in time,
typical for a muonic shower front. Events are selected by
demanding space-time coincidences of the signals of
triggered surface detectors which must be consistent with
the arrival of a shower front [10,22]. After event selection,
the arrival direction ðθ;ϕÞ of the cosmic ray is determined
from the arrival times of this front at the triggered stations
by fitting a model of the shower front propagation. The
achieved angular resolution is better than 0.6° above
4 × 1018 eV [23].
Once the shower direction is established, we model the

muon density ρμ at the ground point ~r as

ρμð~rÞ ¼ N19ρμ;19ð~r; θ;ϕÞ; ð3Þ

where ρμ;19 is the parametrized ground density for a proton
shower simulated at 1019 eV with the hadronic interaction
model QGSJETII-03 [24]. An example is given in Fig. 1. It
was shown in detailed studies [25,26] that the attenuation
and shape of ρμ;19 depend very weakly on the cosmic-ray
energy E and mass A for showers with θ > 60°, so the
factorization in Eq. (3) is a good approximation for showers

above 1018 eV. It was also shown that the lateral shape
of ρμ;19 is consistently reproduced by different hadronic
interaction models and air shower simulation codes. The
lateral shape at the ground is mainly determined by
hadronic interactions at beam energies of up to a few
hundred GeV, in which models are constrained by data
from fixed target experiments. The strong zenith angle
dependence is factorized out into ρμ;19 in Eq. (3), so that the
scale factor N19 at a given zenith angle is a relative measure
of the produced number of muons Nμ, addressed in Eq. (1).
The scale factor N19 is inferred from measured signals

with a maximum-likelihood method based on a probabi-
listic model of the detector response to muon hits obtained
from GEANT4 [27] simulations with the Auger Offline
software framework [28]. A residual electromagnetic signal
component is taken into account based on model predic-
tions (typically amounting to 20% of the muon signal) [29].
The procedure is described in full detail in Ref. [30].
The reconstruction approach was validated in an end-

to-end test with three sets of simulated events. The first set
consists of 100,000 proton and 100,000 iron showers
generated with AIRES [31], using QGSJET01 [32].
Showers following an E−2.6 energy spectrum and an
isotropic angular distribution were simulated at a relative
thinning of 10−6. The second (third) set consists of 12,000
proton and 12,000 iron showers generated using CORSIKA

[33], with QGSJETII-04 [34] (EPOS LHC [35]), with the
same thinning and angular distribution and an E−1 energy
spectrum. Showers have subsequently undergone a full
simulation of the detector, with random placement of
impact points in the SD array. Simulated and real events
were reconstructed with the same procedure.

FIG. 1. Expected number of muon hits per SD station as
predicted by the reference profile ρμ;19, for θ ¼ 80° and ϕ ¼ 0°, in
cylindrical coordinates around the shower axis. The radial density
roughly follows a power law in any given direction. The
quadrupole structure is generated by charge separation in Earth’s
magnetic field. The weaker dipole structure is caused by
projection effects and muon attenuation. Early (late) arriving
particles are on the right (left) side in this projection.
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hlnRμi numerically based on our fitted model of the
intrinsic fluctuations:

hlnRμið1019 eVÞ ¼
Z

∞

0
lnRμN ðRμÞdRμ

¼ 0.601 $ 0.016þ 0.167
−0.201ðsysÞ; ð8Þ

where N ðRμÞ is a Gaussian with mean hRμi and spread
σ½Rμ' as obtained from the fit. The deviation of hlnRμi from
lnhRμi is only 2% so that the conversion does not lead to a
noticeable increase in the systematic uncertainty.
Several consistency checks were performed on the data

set. We found no indications for a seasonal variation, or for
a dependence on the zenith angle or the distance of the
shower axis to the fluorescence telescopes.

V. MODEL COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

A simple comparison of our data with air showers
simulated at the mean zenith angle θ ¼ 67° with the
hadronic interaction models QGSJETII-04 and EPOS
LHC is shown in Fig. 4. The ratio hRμi=ðE=1019 eVÞ
cancels most of the energy scaling, and emphasizes the
effect of the cosmic-ray mass A on the muon number. We
compute the ratio from Eq. (4) (line), and alternatively by a
binwise averaging of the original data (data points). The

two ways of computing the ratio are visually in good
agreement, despite minor bin-to-bin migration effects that
bias the binwise method. The fitting approach we used for
the data analysis avoids the migration bias by design.
Proton and iron showers are well separated, which

illustrates the power of hRμi as a composition estimator.
A caveat is the large systematic uncertainty on the absolute
scale of the measurement, which is mainly inherited from
the energy scale [38]. This limits its power as a mass
composition estimator, but we will see that our measure-
ment contributes valuable insights into the consistency of
hadronic interaction models around and above energies of
1019 eV, where other sensitive data are sparse.
A hint of a discrepancy between the models and the data

is the high abundance of muons in the data. The measured
muon number is higher than in pure iron showers, sug-
gesting contributions of even heavier elements. This
interpretation is not in agreement with studies based on
the depth of shower maximum [40], which show an average
logarithmic mass hlnAi between proton and iron in this
energy range. We note that our data points can be moved
between the proton and iron predictions by shifting them
within the systematic uncertainties, but wewill demonstrate
that this does not completely resolve the discrepancy. The
logarithmic gain dhlnRμi=d lnE of the data is also large
compared to proton or iron showers. This suggests a
transition from lighter to heavier elements that is also seen
in the evolution of the average depth of shower maximum.
We will now quantify the disagreement between model

predictions and our data with the help of the mass
composition inferred from the average depth hXmaxi of
the shower maximum. A valid hadronic interaction model
has to describe all air shower observables consistently. We
have recently published the mean logarithmic mass hlnAi
derived from the measured average depth of the shower
maximum hXmaxi [40]. We can therefore make predictions
for the mean logarithmic muon content hlnRμi based on
these hlnAi data, and compare them directly to our
measurement.
We consider QGSJET01, QGSJETII-03, QGSJETII-04,

and EPOS LHC for this comparison. The relation of hXmaxi
and hlnAi at a given energy E for these models is in good
agreement with the prediction from the generalized Heitler
model of hadronic air showers,

hXmaxi ¼ hXmaxip þ fEhlnAi; ð9Þ

where hXmaxip is the average depth of the shower maxi-
mum for proton showers at the given energy and fE an
energy-dependent parameter [4,41]. The parameters
hXmaxip and fE were computed from air shower simula-
tions for each model.
We derive a similar expression from Eq. (1) by

substituting Nμ;p ¼ ðE=ξcÞβ and computing the average
logarithm of the muon number

FIG. 4 (color online). Average muon content hRμi per shower
energy E as a function of the shower energy E in double
logarithmic scale. Our data is shown bin by bin (circles) together
with the fit discussed in the previous section (line). Square
brackets indicate the systematic uncertainty of the measurement;
the diagonal offsets represent the correlated effect of systematic
shifts in the energy scale. The grey band indicates the statistical
uncertainty of the fitted line. Shown for comparison are theo-
retical curves for proton and iron showers simulated at θ ¼ 67°
(dotted and dashed lines). Black triangles at the bottom show the
energy bin edges. The binning was adjusted by an algorithm to
obtain equal numbers of events per bin.
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hlnNμi ¼ hlnNμip þ ð1 − βÞhlnAi ð10Þ

β ¼ 1 −
hlnNμiFe − hlnNμip

ln 56
: ð11Þ

Since Nμ ∝ Rμ, we can replace lnNμ by lnRμ. The same
can be done in Eq. (2), which also holds for averages due to
the linearity of differentiation.
We estimate the systematic uncertainty of the approxi-

mate Heitler model by computing β from Eq. (11), and
alternatively from dhlnRμip=d ln E and dhlnRμiFe=d ln E .
The three values would be identical if the Heitler model was
accurate. Based on the small deviations, we estimate
σsys½β& ¼ 0.02. By propagating the systematic uncertainty
of β, we arrive at a small systematic uncertainty for the
predicted logarithmic muon content of σsys½hlnRμi& < 0.02.
With Eqs. (9)–(10), we convert the measured mean depth

hXmaxi into a prediction of the mean logarithmic muon
content hlnRμi at θ ¼ 67° for each hadronic interaction
model. The relationship between hXmaxi and hlnRμi can be
represented by a line, which is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
Auger measurements at 1019 eV are also shown. The
discrepancy between data and model predictions is shown
by a lack of overlap of the data point with any of the
model lines.
The model predictions of hlnRμi and dhlnRμi=d ln E

are summarized and compared to our measurement in
Figs. 6–7, respectively. For QGSJETII-03, QGSJETII-04,
and EPOS LHC, we use estimated hlnAi data from
Ref. [40]. Since QGSJET01 has not been included in that
reference, we compute hlnAi using Eq. (9) [4] from the

latest hXmaxi data [40]. The systematic uncertainty of
the hlnRμi predictions is derived by propagating the sys-
tematic uncertainty of hlnAi [' 0.03ðsysÞ], combined with
the systematic uncertainty of the Heitler model [' 0.02ðsysÞ].
The predicted logarithmic gain dhlnRμi=d ln E is calculated
through Eq. (2), while d lnA=d ln E is obtained from
a straight line fit to hlnAi data points between 4× 1018

and 5 × 1019 eV. The systematic uncertainty of the
dhlnRμi=d ln E predictions is derived by varying the fitted
line within the systematic uncertainty of the hlnAi data
[' 0.02ðsysÞ], and by varying β within its systematic
uncertainty in Eq. (2) [' 0.005ðsysÞ].
The four hadronic interaction models fall short in

matching our measurement of the mean logarithmic muon
content hlnRμi. QGSJETII-04 and EPOS LHC have been
updated after the first LHC data. The discrepancy is smaller
for these models, and EPOS LHC performs slightly better
than QGSJETII-04. Yet none of the models is covered by
the total uncertainty interval. The minimum deviation is
1.4σ. To reproduce the higher signal intensity in data, the
mean muon number around 1019 eV in simulations would
have to be increased by 30 to 80%½þ17

−20ðsysÞ%&. If on the
other hand the predictions of the latest models were close
to the truth, the Auger energy scale would have to be
increased by a similar factor to reach agreement. Without a
self-consistent description of air shower observables, con-
clusions about the mass composition from the measured
absolute muon content remain tentative.

FIG. 5 (color online). Average logarithmic muon content
hlnRμi (this study) as a function of the average shower depth
hXmaxi (obtained by interpolating binned data from Ref. [40]) at
1019 eV. Model predictions are obtained from showers simulated
at θ ¼ 67°. The predictions for proton and iron showers are
directly taken from simulations. Values for intermediate masses
are computed with the Heitler model described in the text.

FIG. 6 (color online). Comparison of the mean logarithmic
muon content hlnRμi at 1019 eV obtained from Auger data with
model predictions for proton and iron showers simulated at
θ ¼ 67°, and for such mixed showers with a mean logarithmic
mass that matches the mean shower depth hXmaxi measured by
the FD. Brackets indicate systematic uncertainties. Dotted lines
show the interval obtained by adding systematic and statistical
uncertainties in quadrature. The statistical uncertainties for proton
and iron showers are negligible and suppressed for clarity.
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Muon Production Depth
Data bracketed by models only for QGSJetII-04 
Composition is not constant, ER~-25 g cm-2/
decade 

QGSJETII-04 compatible with data within 1.5σ,     
EPOS-LHC incompatible at 6σ level

The best model for the muon 
content EPOS-LHC) fails 
in describing the MPD 

[a small change in π-Air 
inelasticity can induce a 
cumulative effect in MPD 
and Nµtot]

<X μ
max >

Θ ~ 600
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<ln A> from Xmax and Xμ
max

(Xmax , Xμmax ) is sensitive to hadronic development of the shower
(rapidity distributions,… )
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Data bracketed by models only for QGSJetII-04 
Composition is not constant, ER~-25 g cm-2/
decade 

QGSJETII-04 compatible with data within 1.5σ,     
EPOS-LHC incompatible at 6σ level

The best model for the muon 
content EPOS-LHC) fails 
in describing the MPD 

[a small change in π-Air 
inelasticity can induce a 
cumulative effect in MPD 
and Nµtot]

p
He

N

Fe

0
0.7

2.6

4

ln(A)



?

Origin 
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Arrival directions follow mass distribution of near-by galaxies 

Auger - 6.5% dipole at 5.2 sigma

Galactic	center

Extragalactic Origin
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6

Galaxies	withD	<	45		Mpc
(2MASS	catalog)	

Hot/Warm spots
TA and Auger: over-densities ~20° size



Anisotropies – Correlation with catalogs (Auger)
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Starburst	galaxies AGNs

(Giaccari ICRC	2017)



Auger and TA upgrades

Auger Prime

TAx4



Past, present and future

Exposures

• origin 
• mass composition,
• the end of the energy spectrum 
• the transition from Galactic to 

extragalactic
• the effect of magnetic fields 
• arrival directions anisotropies 
• hadronic interactions at 

ultrahigh energies
• Looking for new physics - LIV 

Open Questions



nuclear reactor

The	Multimessager Era	
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GW170817	

The first multimessenger
discovery of a binary 
neutron star merger
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Energy density per decade similar in all three messenger particles 

E	=	1020 eV

The	Universe	at	the	highest	energies	!





• origin 
• mass composition,
• the end of the energy spectrum 
• the transition from Galactic to extragalactic
• the effect of magnetic fields 
• arrival directions anisotropies 
• hadronic interactions at ultrahigh energies
• Looking for new physics - LIV ...

Open Questions
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2008 2017

IC170922A

TXS 0506+056

z = 0.33

IceCube 1709922A, publications in preparation

MAGIC: flare E > 100 GeV

FERMI: flare (found 6 days later)

(A.	Franckowiak)

First	source	of	astrophysical	
neutrinos	at	high	energy?





Propagation distances of different messenger particles

1
5
7

Not	visible	in
gamma	rays
(secondary
cascades)

Not	visible	in
in	cosmic	rays
(energy	loss	effects)

(M.	Kowalski)

Magnetic	horizon	 for	cosmic	rays
(diffusion	time	exceeds	lifetime	of	Galaxy	/	Universe)

Cosmological	evolution
of	sources	important


